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Send pings to multiple computers by local IP address or host name. This portable and Windows 95/98/NT/2000 compatible tool monitors the network connections strength between a computer and a group of computers at the same time. In addition, it can be easily configured to alert you on any ping completion. You can ping a computer by IP address or host name, and select any WAV tracks to play on ping fail. No installation is needed, and it doesn't change the registry.
Features: • Send ping command to one or more computers in the local network • Configure ping alerts and ping timeout • Configure ping and alert settings • Configure ping parameters • Add any WAV tracks to play on failed DNS, failed and successful pings • Program is fully portable • No installation is needed No ads, no toolbar, no DLLs, no registration required. Send pings to multiple computers by local IP address or host name. This portable and Windows
95/98/NT/2000 compatible tool monitors the network connections strength between a computer and a group of computers at the same time. In addition, it can be easily configured to alert you on any ping completion. You can ping a computer by IP address or host name, and select any WAV tracks to play on ping fail. No installation is needed, and it doesn't change the registry. Features: • Send ping command to one or more computers in the local network • Configure
ping alerts and ping timeout • Configure ping and alert settings • Configure ping parameters • Add any WAV tracks to play on failed DNS, failed and successful pings • Program is fully portable • No installation is needed No ads, no toolbar, no DLLs, no registration required. Compatible Operating Systems: Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP. Dec 9, 2004 4.0 Ping a Ding Ding Description: Send pings to multiple computers by local IP address or host name. This portable and
Windows 95/98/NT/2000 compatible tool monitors the network connections strength between a computer and a group of computers at the same time. In addition, it can be easily configured to alert you on any ping completion. You can ping a computer by IP address or host name, and select any WAV tracks to play on ping fail. No installation is needed, and it doesn't change the registry. Features: • Send ping command to one or more computers in the local network •
Configure ping alerts and ping timeout • Configure ping and
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A basic tool that does one thing, and does it really well. GREAT Cost effective GREAT Starts fast, works like a charm, and is dead simple to use. Great for a first timer GREAT A basic tool that does one thing, and does it really well. GREAT Starts fast, works like a charm, and is dead simple to use. GREAT A basic tool that does one thing, and does it really well. GREAT Starts fast, works like a charm, and is dead simple to use. GREAT A basic tool that does one thing,
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A small utility designed to give you the possibility to ping any computer in the local network, by entering a computer's IP address or host name. It can be used to make sure two or more computers have a connection strong enough to play video games in LAN, for example. Ping a Computer by IP Address To ping a computer by IP address or host name, you need to first open the program, then select the "Ping" tab, choose the IP address or host name, and click the "Start"
button. Here you can change the default ping period and time, ping ping size, as well as other settings. Moreover, the program stores the ping results into the history in a neat organized list. Ping a Computer by Host Name To ping a computer by host name, you need to first open the program, then select the "Ping" tab, enter the name of the computer you want to ping, and click the "Start" button. Here you can change the default ping period and time, ping ping size, as well
as other settings. In addition, the program stores the ping results into the history in a neat organized list. Configure Notification Settings The notification settings allow you to change the default notification sound on ping completion. Alternatively, you can also play any WAV file, as well as use the program to automatically ping any computer as soon as its link quality decreases to a given value. Evaluation and conclusion It worked smoothly in our tests, without triggering
the OS to hang, crash or prompt error messages. CPU and RAM consumption was minimal. Portable tool with a simple GUI Since there is no installation involved, you can drop the.exe file in any part of the hard disk or on a USB flash drive, and double-click it to launch the program. It doesn't make any changes to the Windows registry and doesn't need any DLLs to run. It remembers modified settings on exit. As far as the interface is concerned, Ping a Ding Ding adopts
a plain-looking window with a neatly organized structure. It's split into three panes for pinging machines, customizing preferences, and setting up alerts. Ping a Computer by IP Address A computer can be pinged by specifying its local or public IP address or host name, and clicking the "Start" button. By default, Ping a Ding Ding checks the connectivity every 5 seconds and continuously returns results until halted by the user. These results include the

What's New in the?

Ping a Ding Ding is a tiny and portable networking utility that gives you the possibility to send the ping command to any IP address in your local network, in order to test the connectivity strength between the two machines. It can be used to make sure two or more computers have a connection strong enough to play video games in LAN, for example. Portable tool with a simple GUI Since there is no installation involved, you can drop the.exe file in any part of the hard disk
or on a USB flash drive, and double-click it to launch the program. It doesn't make any changes to the Windows registry and doesn't need any DLLs to run. It remembers modified settings on exit. As far as the interface is concerned, Ping a Ding Ding adopts a plain-looking window with a neatly organized structure. It's split into three panes for pinging machines, customizing preferences, and setting up alerts. Ping a computer by IP address or host name A computer can be
pinged by specifying its local or public IP address or host name, and clicking the "Start" button. By default, Ping a Ding Ding checks the connectivity every 5 seconds and continuously returns results until halted by the user. These results include the ping date and time, reply time (in milliseconds) and resolved DNS, in addition to the last success and fail times, amount of sent, received and lost packets, along with minimum, maximum and average roundtrip time. It's
possible to select the preferred alert notification on ping completion (air horn, blow out, ding), as well as modify the default ping time, size of packets, timeout and TTL. Configure ping and alert settings It's possible to select the preferred alert notification on ping completion (air horn, blow out, ding), as well as modify the default ping time, size of packets, timeout and TTL. Recommendation Ping a Ding Ding is a small and efficient tool for pinging a computer by IP
address or host name. It's simple to use and offers intuitive options for sending the ping command to a computer in the local network. It's a small and portable tool that doesn't make any changes to the Windows registry. IP Leak Test detects the presence of a stealth IP Leak and offers to launch the GRC in-browser extension to fix the issue. It is easy to use and offers the following features: IP Leak Detection An IP Leak is an extremely problematic flaw that can render
your site or app unavailable or prevent it from being indexed by search engines. What are IP Leaks? The notion of an IP Leak exists from the very first days of the Internet. Basically, the problem is that an attacker can find a way
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System Requirements For Ping A Ding Ding:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit processor) Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit processor) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: 512 MB graphics card 512 MB graphics card DirectX: Version 9.0 Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 200 MB available space How To Install Download Page [.rar] from our website Extract
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